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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures surge higher on positive vaccine news from Moderna, which has a
94.5% efficacy rate. It looks like we’ll have two highly effective vaccines in the near future. These medicines
prevent people from getting the virus, but they also make it less likely to shed Covid and would limit
transmission. No wonder we rallied to an all-time high on Friday ahead of more lockdowns. We should have
vaccine trial data from J&J, Sanofi, Novavax and AstraZeneca soon. I know many people are nervous to take
one, but sign me up for first in line after the population most susceptible is vaccinated. Moderna is +14%
preopen. Pfizer is 2% lower, but I guess this makes sense. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +37.40, 10-Yr Yield:
0.883%.
CORE Headlines:
 Coronavirus disruptions have transformed how American consumers behave by accelerating their
embrace of digital commerce, and the changes are likely to prove permanent, according to businesses
studying and adapting to the changes.-WSJ
 When Trump leaves the White House in January, his family business will face some of the deepest
financial and legal challenges it has seen in decades, including legal investigations on several fronts
and a potential cash crunch.-WSJ
 A group led by privacy activist Max Schrems filed complaints on Monday with German and Spanish
data protection authorities over Apple's online tracking tool, saying it breached European law by
allowing iPhones to store users' data without their consent.-Reuters
 Berkshire Hathaway. which has long sought to acquire “elephants,” has this year spent only modest
sums on deals, with the biggest purchase being the $9B it spent on its own shares in the third quarter,
making the company itself one of its biggest investments.-WSJ
 Confronted with a shrunken majority, House leaders are discouraging fellow Democrats from taking
jobs with the incoming Biden administration so that Republicans can’t fill any vacated seats.-NYP
 Democrats and Republicans had hoped the 2020 presidential election would render a decisive
judgment on the country’s political trajectory, but despite record voter turnout and campaign
spending, neither party has achieved a dominant upper hand.-NYT
 Thousands of medical practices have closed during the pandemic, according to the nonprofit
Physicians Foundation, some because of age or a factor that puts their doctors at high risk, others
because of the toll the pandemic has taken on medical professionals and their patients.-NYT
 As US consumers continue to pay down their credit cards during the pandemic, which has dented
spending, banks are increasingly concerned about the outlook for one of their most profitable
businesses.-FT
 Michigan and Washington ordered new coronavirus restrictions such as closure of indoor dining and
restrictions on gatherings.-WSJ
 President Trump is planning a more aggressive approach to China before he leaves office which will
include plan to sanction trade with more Chinese companies.-Axios
 President-elect Joe Biden must soon decide whether or not to push Democratic leaders to agree to a
smaller stimulus deal as both sides remain far apart.-NYT
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President Trump's allies are considering buyout of Newsmax TV to compete with Fox News.-WSJ
SpaceX launched four astronauts into space.-CNN
US school districts “are fighting a wave of increasingly aggressive hackers, who are publicly posting
sensitive student information to get schools to pay up—the data can aid identity theft or be highly
embarrassing for vulnerable young people.-WSJWkend
Increasing numbers of green-card holders are becoming naturalized US citizens—last year, 843,593
immigrants took the oath, the highest number in 11 years according to the Department of Homeland
Security Office of Immigration Statistics.-WSJWkend
Warner Bros. may consider releasing “Wonder Woman 1984,” the only big-budget movie set to be
shown in theaters this year, on the HBO Max streaming service soon after its theatrical release.NYPSat

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The Markup: The high privacy cost of a “free” website https://bit.ly/3pAnjSb
 FS Blog: Learning through play https://bit.ly/32R5u7v
 SF Chronicle: Gov. Newsome attended birthday party at French Laundry https://bit.ly/2Umyob7 (I
despise the hypocrisy)
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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The U. Michigan Consumer Sentiment index surprised to the downside this month.
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Surveys increasingly point to lower holiday spending this year. We’ll see if this is correct.

Source: Morning Consult Read full article
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The pandemic is increasingly taking a toll on the recovery. Here are some high-frequency trends.

• Mobility indicators:

Source: ANZ Research

How does the S&P 500 perform after more than 85% of its components climb above their 200-day
moving average?

Source: @RyanDetrick
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Value stocks are particularly sensitive to vaccine news.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @GoldmanSachs
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Small caps have performed well in recent weeks.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Insiders have been selling into the rally.

Source: Thomson Reuters, Barron’s, @ISABELNET_SA

Flight departures from China (international and domestic) are near last year’s levels. As a
comparison, flights are almost 50% below 2019 levels globally.

Source: Goldman Sachs
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The net demand for bitcoin call options is outstripping the demand for puts. The options market is extremely bullish.

Source: CoinDesk Read full article
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The US is leading the way higher in yields.
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Source: BCA Research

Stock market capitalization hit another record high.

Source: Torsten Slok, Apollo
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College degrees with the highest share of student loan borrowers:

Source: Statista
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Trust in Pfizer’s vaccine:

Source: YouGov America
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Google search activity for “buy a puppy”:

Source: Goldman Sachs, @pkedrosky
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